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Answer AII The Followina Questions:
Question No.fil: [ 25 Mark]
(a)- nOl -Define the terms: Robots and Robotics, then explain briefly the main parts of an

industrial robot.
(bl- t15] -A three axes ptanar robot of a base frame (B) and of a gripper (G) is utilized to

pick up a work piece (W) from the moving conveyor as shown in Fig.(l). The work piece
and the end-effector are monitored by camera (C) while the controls of joints are
performed based on the parameters defined in the base frame. lf at certain instant the
following matrices are:
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Compute and explain the physical meaning of the H.T.M, representing the orientations
and locations of the moving work piece (W) : 'l- w.r.t. the base frame (B), and
2- w.r.t. the gripper (G).

Question No.(2t: [ 25 Mark]
(a)- pl -Robotic systems are generally classified to six groups according to different views.

Investigate briefly.
(b)- ftn - For the 4-DOF- manipulator arrn shown in Fig.(2).

1- Assign frames and tabulate the joint-link parameter, (Put 0z = 900),
2- Determine the transformation matrices relating successive links,
3- Obtain the orientation and position of the end-effector relative to the base,
# Check the correctness of the results and describe it at the home position,
5- Compute the orientation and position of the end-effector if the joint variable

vector is : g = [600 400 mm 500 mm 45o ]t with : Lr = 300 mm, L2= 200 mm.
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.Question No.(3t: [ 25 Mark]
(a)- pl - Compare between the rigid domain and flexible domain for dynamic anatysis of

performance of industrial robot.
(b)' nry -Two link planar maniputator in rigid domain, as shown in Fig.(3), connected by

the three powered joints for the flexible end-effector.
1)- Calculate the equivalent actuating moments at the joints to keep the manipulator

in static equilibrium, 2)- Derive the equations of rnotion of the system assuming
small vibration about a reference position,

3)- lf the position of the end-effector is given by P = [P* Pv]r' Find the magnitude of
angle 0z in terms of the link length and the position of the end-effector.

Question No.Hl: [ 25 Mark]
(a)' Fl -List the features of the basically three types of power sources for robots.
(b)- 1t4 - A 3- DOF robotic sewing system consist of cloth panet of mass (m"), robotic
hand of rnass (m6) and a robot system formed from of mass joined (mr) with robotic hand
of mass moment inertia (J,). Applied force (F) by a feeder element on the cloth panet and
driving torque (T') acting on robotic hand is shown in Fig.(a). The flexibility of various
elements is modeled by discrete springs of constants (K", Kr). The energy dissipation is
rnodeled by a linear viscous damping constant (O) as indicated.
Given that: xr = r 9r , lTls, tTlh, trtr, Jr , K"n Kr, C, F, Tr.
1- Derive the equations of motion and hence express the eigenvalue problem.
2- ls the system has rigid body mode? Prove your answer. And then sketch the

expected mode shapes.
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